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from committing grave crimes, and remain in the midst of
the good undetected or tolerated but not morally better
than the outcast on whom all turn their backs. How does
Christianity command us to treat bad men ? Let us first
consider whether Christ taught anything on this special
point by precept or example, and, secondly, let us consider
what the Spirit of Humanity itself .teaches.
He made a great difference between the avowed and
recognised criminal and the criminal whose vices were
concealed under a veil of sanctimonious profession. The
latter case, however, is a complicated one, which it will be
convenient to consider apart. How then did he treat the
recognised criminal ? In Palestine the distinction between
the virtuous and the vicious class seems to have been much
more marked than in other countries of the ancient world,
and as much as in Christian countries at the present day.
We read of 4 the publicans,' the tools of the rapacious
farmers-general,and of c the sinners,' among whom are in-
cluded the prostitutes : these two classes of people were
under the ban of public opinion, and those who laid claim
to a reputation for sanctity avoided their contact as a
pollution. This social excommunication may of course in
certain special cases have been unjust, but that it was on
the whole deserved by those who suffered it Christ did not
call in question. Now before we enquire how lie treated
these outcasts, let us consider how, from the knowledge
of his doctrine and character which we have now acquired,
we should expect him to treat them.
In the course of our investigation we have scon Christ
tightening in an incredible degree all obligations of mo-
rality. He rejects as utterly insufficient what had been
considered by the Jews as the highest moral attainment.

